Billingham et al. ' reported that mice and chickens injected as embryos with cells from other strains acquired a persistent tolerance to later skin grafts from the donor strains. It seemed possible to us that a similar, but naturally acquired, tolerance might be in part responsible for the variation in response of Rh-negative persons exposed to the Rh antigens.2 The hypothesis to be tested was that Rhnegative children of Rh-positive mothers might;-as a result of their exposure as embryos to the maternal Rh antigen, acquire a-degree of persistent tolerance toward the antigen. Rh-negative children of Rh-negative mothers, on the other h~and, could have had no similar embryonic exposure and might therefore be expected to react more easily upon encountering an'Rh-positive antigen in later life.
h~and, could have had no similar embryonic exposure and might therefore be expected to react more easily upon encountering an'Rh-positive antigen in later life.
We have collected data on the mothers of two groups of Rh-negative women: first, those in whom there is no evidence of Rh sensitization within three Rh-positive pregnancies and, second, those who have developed evidence of Rh sensitization during or before their third Rh-positive pregnancy. The first-group we classify as relatively "tolerant" and the second as relatively "intolerant's to Rh antigens. Table 1 lists the Rh types of the mothers of women in these two groups. A simple x2 test for homogeneity yields a probability of less-than 0.01 that the two samples of mothers could have been drawn by chance from the same population. In other words, t-hese data seem to offer good reason to believe that the degree of Rh tolerance displayed by Rh-negative women is indeed related to their mothers' Rh types.
A number of cases included in the study have been omitted from The data in Table 2 are drawn mainly from two rather different sources. Fiftyone cases were studied through the Pasadena Rh Testing Laboratory.3 The records of this organization provide unusual opportunities for studies of this sort, because over a period of years the sera of Rh-negative women married to Rhpositive men have been routinely checked for the development of Rh-antibodies during successive pregnancies, and histories have been kept. We can say with certainty that the thirty-four Rh-negative women listed as tolerant in this group failed to develop Rh antibodies detectable by the most sensitive modern tests. All of them had at least three Rh-positive pregnancies. Similarly, the seventeen women listed as "intolerant" in this group are known to have developed Rh antibodies in three or less Rh-positive pregnancies; the types and titers of these antibodies are known, and the Rh types of the grandmother, the mother and her husband, and the children are known from tests at the same laboratory. There is no record of transfusion or injection of blood in any of the cases listed in Table 3 , which classifies the data from this well-defined group. The numbers are rather small, and Yates's correction for continuity has been applied as an element of conservatism in computing the x2 value, which yields a probability of less than 0.01 that the "tolerant" and "intolerant" groups could have been drawn by chance from a population homogeneous with respect to the grandmothers' Rh types. We have attempted to test this possibility by checking the hospital records of the Pasadena mothers that had been classified as intolerant only on the basis of antibody tests. All four of the daughters of Rh-positive mothers who developed antibodies in three or less Rh-positive pregnancies gave birth to severely erythroblastotic babies. Only six of the thirteen daughters of Rh-negative mothers who developed antibodies had babies, in these early sensitized pregnancies, that would surely have been classified as erythroblastotic in the absence of preliminary antibody tests. Four gave birth to babies without evidence of erythroblastosis, two were only very mildly affected, and one pregnancy is still in progress. These data are therefore consistent with the interpretation offered above, but they are so restricted ill scope as to be acceptable only as slight and tentative evidence that the interpretation may indeed be sound. We suspect that other factors, which we shall not discuss here, may also be involved.
The mechanism for the acquisition of the postulated tolerance, if it exists, remains unknown. In multiple births of cattle6 an apparently similar tolerance is associated with the establishment of intact cells, interchanged between embryos. If the present hypothesis stands, it would be of considerable interest to determine whether the maternal Rh antigen or intact maternal cells mediate a similar acquired tolerance.
Studies of the responses of human volunteers to injected blood may provide important sources of data bearing on this subject. For example, Wiener7 has noted marked variation in the ease of sensitization of Rh-negative persons to Rh antigen. It appears that about four-tenths of the volunteers may be described as easily sensitized. This figure is in remarkable agreement with the prediction from the present hypothesis, because about four-tenths of the Rh-negative persons ill our population should have Rh-negative mothers. The determination of the maternal Rh types for volunteers classified in terms of kind and degree of antibody response might be most pertinent.
Summary.-Data are presented suggesting that the probability of development of Rh antibody in an early Rh-positive pregnancy is related to the Rh type of the mother of the Rh-negative woman involved. Rh-negative daughters of Rh-positive women appear to enjoy some relative "tolerance" to the Rh antigen, compared wvith the Rh-negative daughters of Rh-negative women, when antibody test on their sera are used as the criteria of detection and classification of "tolerance." This relationship to the maternal type, however, does not appear to hold when the appearance of erythroblastosis is used as the criterion for the detection of "intoleraince." A possible explanation for this apparent incousistency is suggested. The hypothesis is advanced that a degree of "actively acquired tolerance" may be conferred upon an Rh-negative person by prenatal exposure to Rh antigens or Rhpositive cells derived from the mother. Presentation of this hypothesis here, onl the basis of admittedly limited data, is justified by the hope that others in a position to test it will be encouraged to do so.
